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ABSTRACT
Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is a tech-
nique commonly used to unravel the structure and
conformational changes of biomolecules being vital
for all living organisms. Typically, FRET is performed
using dyes attached externally to nucleic acids
through a linker that complicates quantitative inter-
pretation of experiments because of dye diffusion
and reorientation. Here, we report a versatile, gen-
eral methodology for the simulation and analysis of
FRET in nucleic acids, and demonstrate its particu-
lar power for modelling FRET between probes pos-
sessing limited diffusional and rotational freedom,
such as our recently developed nucleobase ana-
logue FRET pairs (base–base FRET). These probes
are positioned inside the DNA/RNA structures as a
replacement for one of the natural bases, thus,
providing unique control of their position and orien-
tation and the advantage of reporting from inside
sites of interest. In demonstration studies, not
requiring molecular dynamics modelling, we obtain
previously inaccessible insight into the orientation
and nanosecond dynamics of the bases inside
double-stranded DNA, and we reconstruct high
resolution 3D structures of kinked DNA. The
reported methodology is accompanied by a freely
available software package, FRETmatrix, for the
design and analysis of FRET in nucleic acid contain-
ing systems.
INTRODUCTION
As cornerstones of the central dogma and fundamental
players in gene regulation, nucleic acids and their struc-
tures, dynamics, conformational changes and interactions
with other biomolecules is key to the understanding of
living organisms. Traditionally, high-resolution structural
insight into nucleic acids is accomplished using nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy (1) or X-ray
crystallography (2), often being complemented by lower-
resolution techniques, such as Fo¨rster resonance energy
transfer (FRET) (3,4). Of these, FRET possesses the
prominent advantage of providing rapid measures of just
a few nanomoles of sample in solution even in complex
media or large molecular complexes. The method relies on
the ability of a donor ﬂuorophore to transfer its excitation
energy to an acceptor chromophore through an oscillating
transition dipole–dipole resonance mechanism. An inter-
pair distance is obtained from the measured FRET efﬁ-
ciency provided that a reasonable value of the orientation
factor, 2, can be estimated based on previous knowledge
of the system (equations explaining the relationship
between transfer efﬁciency and distance as well as orien-
tation can be found in the ‘Materials and Methods’
section) (5). Because of limitations in available dyes (6),
by far the most FRET experiments use external ﬂuoro-
phores being tethered to the nucleic acid through a
linker, thus, introducing dye diffusion and reorientation
hampering the interpretation of quantitative experiments
(7–9). Although recent advances have progressed the
modelling of linker ﬂexibility in quantitative FRET meas-
urements (10–13), external labelling will always be
accompanied by an inherent limitation in the information
obtainable from the technique.
We previously reported an all-nucleobase FRET pair
system consisting of two, now commercially available,
base analogues, tCO and tCnitro (Figure 1a) (14). These
probes possess relatively stable photophysical properties
in nucleic acid environments and are rigidly positioned
inside the DNA/RNA structure mimicking the hydrogen
bonding and base-stacking of natural cytosine (14–16)
(manuscript in preparation regarding tC-family in
RNA). The well-deﬁned transition dipole position and
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orientation at the timescale of energy transfer is a consid-
erable advantage of these FRET probes offering the po-
tential to retrieve distance and orientational information
from FRET measurements. Furthermore, the ability to
position the reporters inside the very site of interest is an
attractive, if not vital, feature in a majority of studies
(17,18). However, the technical and theoretical challenges
involved in the simulation and quantitative analysis of
these probes have up till now posed serious limitations
in the design and analysis of base–base FRET experi-
ments. This calls for a diverse general methodology to
simulate and analyse base–base FRET in any kind of
nucleic acid structure.
Here, we report a general extendable methodology for
the (i) simulation and (ii) quantitative analysis of FRET in
nucleic acids. However, the method is particularly
powerful for modelling constrained probes, including not
only modiﬁed bases but also rigidly bound dyes (19–25).
In the simulation part (i), an all-atom 3D nucleic acid
model is constructed followed by a FRET simulation
between static donor and acceptor dipole vectors. The
generality of the implemented model building scheme
makes the simulations completely independent of the
geometrical shape of the nucleic acid allowing FRET in
any structure to be modelled fast. To facilitate quantita-
tive evaluation of FRET experiments in the analysis
part (ii), we introduce user-deﬁned directional probabil-
ity distributions representing nanosecond rotational
dynamics of the probes. The analysis routine performs a
direct global ﬁt of multiple time-resolved donor intensity
decays from FRET experiments that increases the level of
information obtainable from the measured data compared
with analysing FRET efﬁciencies only. Depending on the
objective of a given study, the analysis routine can easily
be modiﬁed to search the data for local or global struc-
tural or dynamical features and provides a direct correl-
ation between 3D nucleic acid structures and measured
FRET signals.
The method is demonstrated experimentally by a com-
binatorial base–base FRET pairing approach, in which
multiple probe positions are combined to gain quantita-
tive information about the structure and the dynamics of
the nucleic acid. In demonstration Study 1, the method is
used to probe the local orientation and rotational ﬂuctu-
ations of the bases inside double-stranded DNA in
solution. The second experimental study demonstrates
Figure 1. Using base probe building blocks for constructing 3D nucleic acid models and base–base FRET simulations. (a) Chemical structures of the
tC base probes in their base pairing environment with guanine. tC and tCO may act as FRET donor with tCnitro as acceptor. (b) Deﬁnition of local
tC–G base pair coordinate frame with tC in strand I (left) and strand II (right). In the base pair coordinate frame the y-axis is parallel to the line
connecting the C4 atom of the tC base and the C8 atom of the complementary G base pointing from strand II to strand I. The z-axis points in the
50!30 direction of strand I, and the x-axis completes a right-handed set. The origin of the base pair frame is the midpoint of the C4–C8 line.
(c) Deﬁnition of base pair step parameters used to construct 3D nucleic acid geometries. Shift, slide and rise are translational parameters, whereas
tilt, roll and twist are rotational parameters. (d) Deﬁnition of 3D unit vectors used to simulate FRET in the constructed nucleic acid geometries.
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how base–base FRET in combination with FRETmatrix
can be used to reconstruct the 3D structure of local kinks,
such as protein/ligand binding sites, bulges, junctions
and DNA lesions. Here, we study two model structures
allowing us to gauge our method against previous results
and ﬁnd excellent agreement. The information gained
using the presented method is otherwise obtainable
only hypothetically by means of much more complex
and time-consuming NMR or single-molecule methods;
thus, the method shows great promise for future innovative
investigations. All of the reported methodology is
accompanied by a MATLAB-based software package,
FRETmatrix, equipped with a user-interface and
freely available from http://www.chalmers.se/chem/EN/
divisions/physical-chemistry/staff/marcus-wilhelmsson/
fretmatrix.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Building nucleic acid geometrical models
FRETmatrix implements a matrix-based base-centred cal-
culation scheme [the Cambridge University Engineering
Department Helix Computation Scheme (CEHS)] to
build nucleic acid geometries (26). The scheme uses a
standardized reference frame for the description of
nucleic acid structures, in which the geometry of all base
pairs and base pair steps in the structure are characterized
by a set of rigid body parameters as described in detail
previously (27–29). The reference frame deﬁnitions associ-
ate each base and each base pair with a local coordinate
frame in which the Cartesian coordinates of all n atoms
are predeﬁned and stored in coordinate matrices:
XYZ ¼
x1 y1 z1
..
. ..
. ..
.
xn yn zn
2
64
3
75 ð1Þ
Building a 3D geometrical model is then accomplished by
a set of matrix operations serving to position each local
coordinate frame within the global coordinate frame of
the structure. Such rotations are accomplished using the
three rotation matrices:
Rx ¼
1 0 0
0 cos a  sin a
0 sin a cos a
2
4
3
5 ð2Þ
Ry ¼
cos a 0 sin a
0 1 0
 sin a 0 cos a
2
4
3
5 ð3Þ
Rz ¼
cos a  sin a 0
sin a cos a 0
0 0 1
2
4
3
5 ð4Þ
For example, if we wish to rotate a set of coordinates
arranged in an XYZ matrix (equation 1) through an angle
a about the x-axis, this is analogues to the matrix product:
xyz ¼ XYZRTx ðaÞ ð5Þ
where Rx
T is the transpose of the rotation matrix Rx.
Translating the transformed coordinates by a vector vxyz,
arranged in an n 3 matrix v, is then accomplished by
xyz ¼ xyz+v ð6Þ
to yield the ﬁnal set of 3D coordinates xyz deﬁning the
new position and orientation of the body. Using equations
(1–6), one can construct and orient any geometrical body
deﬁned in three dimensions. In particular, building nucleic
acid geometries is accomplished by rotating and transla-
ting the local base and/or base pair coordinate frames into
the global nucleic acid coordinate frame. For example,
going from one base pair to the next is accomplished by
three consecutive rotations (tilt, roll and twist) and a
three-coordinate translation (shift, slide and rise). See El
Hassan and Calladine (26) and Lu et al. (27) for additional
descriptions of the matrix-based equations used in CEHS.
Building geometries containing FRET probes
Based on the detailed information we have previously
obtained regarding the structural and electronic properties
of the tC bases (15,30,31), we can implement these base
probes within the standardized nucleic acid reference
frame and, thus, the CEHS model building scheme. We
deﬁne the local tC base coordinate frame directly analo-
gously to the pyrimidine base frame, and the local base
pair coordinate frame of a synthetic tC-G base pair
directly analogously to the corresponding C-G pair
(Figure 1b and Supplementary Figure S1). The vectorial
representations of the transition dipole moments of the
probes are similarly deﬁned within the local coordinate
frames allowing the dipole positions and orientations to
be unambiguously speciﬁed relative to the atomic coord-
inates of the base pair (Supplementary Tables S1 and S2).
Deﬁning the local coordinate frame of a synthetic base
allows us to simulate the exact position and orientation of
probes positioned in any 3D nucleic acid structure by
building up a geometrical model using the standard struc-
tural parameters to describe each dinucleotide step in the
structure (Figure 1c). The result of this model building
routine is a global coordinate matrix describing the
position of all atoms and the positions and directions of
the 3D transition dipole vectors of FRET pairs positioned
in the structure.
Building two structural units separated by a kink
Building geometrical models consisting of multiple joined
structural modules, such as two B-DNA helices separated
by a kink, is achieved by FRETmatrix in a similar manner
as constructing a base pair step namely using three Euler
angles and a translation vector to describe the exact
relative orientation and position of the two units. In
FRETmatrix, the ﬁrst base pair of unit 1 is deﬁned as
the global coordinate frame of the structure. The second
unit, i.e. the second helix, is initially built within the co-
ordinate frame of the ﬁrst base pair of unit 2 and is then
subsequently rotated and translated according to the
speciﬁed kink parameters and is ﬁnally aligned with the
last base pair of the previous unit using equations (1–6).
Using this approach, an unlimited number of structural
units can be joined.
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Simulating FRET in 3D nucleic acid structures
In short, the FRET efﬁciency between a FRET pair pos-
itioned in the geometrical model is given by
E ¼ R
6
0
R60+R
6
ð7Þ
where the critical Fo¨rster distance (the distance at which
E=0.5) is calculated as
R0 ¼ 0:211 
2DJ
4
 1
6
ð8Þ
Here, D is the donor quantum yield in absence of
acceptor, J is the spectral overlap integral between the
donor emission and acceptor absorption spectrum and 
is the refractive index, all being parameters exploited as
previous knowledge. With the global coordinate matrix
at hand, the two geometrical parameters,  and R, are
simulated using the extracted donor and acceptor dipole
vectors: the orientation factor in the energy transfer
process is calculated as a sum of vector products
 ¼ e1! e2! 3 e1! e12!  e12!  e2!  ð9Þ
where e1
! and e2! are the dipole unit vectors, and e12! is the
unit vector connecting the two dipole centres (Figure 1d),
whereas the distance between two dipole centres, (x1, y1,
z1) and (x2, y2, z2), is calculated as
R ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2  x1ð Þ2+ y2  y1ð Þ2+ z2  z1ð Þ2
q
ð10Þ
More detailed information on the calculation of FRET is
provided in Supplementary Note S1.
Modelling base dynamics
The simulations described above assume rigid nucleic acid
geometries and static probe dipoles. The results of such
ﬁrst principle simulations are particularly useful for quali-
tative guiding purposes. In solution, nucleic acid dynamics
occurring on the same timescales as the energy transfer
process, i.e. from the sub picosecond range to the
nanosecond regime, result in dipole orientational ﬂuctu-
ations during the excited state lifetimes of the probes. In
ensemble measurements, the result is a distribution of
donor–acceptor orientations, which should be imple-
mented in the simulation to evaluate FRET experiments
more quantitatively.
To model rotational dynamics of the probes, we extend
the structure building scheme by including dipole vector
directional distributions in the FRET simulation
(Supplementary Note S2). First, it is recognized that the
anisotropic microenvironment of the base probe when
base pairing to its complementary base leads to the deﬁn-
ition of two spherical coordinates representing two differ-
ent modes of rotational movement of the base (Figure 2a).
Here, the angle y describes in-plane movement primarily
being inﬂuenced by the potential energy imposed by the
H-bonding to the complementary base. The angle f, on
the other hand, describes out-of-plane movement
inﬂuenced by the base-stacking with neighbouring bases
and internal bending modes of the structural framework
of the probe. If the simulation is to be as physically
accurate as possible, the directional probability distribu-
tion representing dipole reorientation should describe
these fundamentally different characteristics along the
y- and f-coordinates of the potential energy surface in
which the base moves.
We model base ﬂuctuations by assigning a 1D potential
energy function to each of the two modes of dipole
rotation. The corresponding Boltzmann distribution at
room temperature then provides us with two 1D probabil-
ity density functions, Pi(y) and Po(f), describing the prob-
ability of ﬁnding the dipole vector along each of the two
coordinates (Supplementary Figure S2). Here, the
probabilities of y and f are independent, and the joint
probability distribution over y and f is, therefore, given
by
P ,’ð Þ ¼ P1 ð Þ  P0 ’ð Þ ð11Þ
Although this equation accurately describes the prob-
ability distribution of the orientation of the base probe
within a base stack, we have not been able to identify a
closed analytical expression relating the energy transfer
rate constant with expression (equation 11). The desired
vector probability distribution is therefore implemented
by sampling the joint probability distribution of Pi and
Po over each of the spherical coordinates (Figure 2b and
d) and then subsequently transform the samples into
Cartesian space (Figure 2c and e). To circumvent samples
being piled up at the poles (Supplementary Figure S3),
samples are initially drawn with a maximum likelihood
of (y,f)= (0,0), i.e. in Cartesian space, the unit vector
pointing in the (x,y,z)= (1,0,0) direction. The drawn
samples are then subjected to a set of Euler rotations
aligning the maximum likelihood of the distribution,
with the direction of the transition moment vector of the
probe positioned in its local coordinate frame. The distri-
bution is put into place within the global nucleic acid
structure in the same way as described earlier in the text
for positioning a base pair. The resulting vector popula-
tion, now representing the dipole orientational distribu-
tion traced during an energy transfer event, is used to
calculate the corresponding energy transfer rate constant
and simulate the donor decay. This stepwise construction
of the dipole unit vector distribution ensures that the
sampled vector distribution represents the potentials
deﬁned for the microenvironment of the probe, provided
that the width of Po(f) does not allow samples to be
drawn near f=±90. The form and width of the
sampled dipole vector distribution directly reﬂect the
base dynamics occurring on the timescale of the energy
transfer, usually being in the range of 0.5–5 ns.
Assigning independent functional forms to the in-plane
and out-of-plane rotational modes of the base probes
makes the form and width of the simulated dipole vector
distribution highly versatile (Supplementary Figure S4).
For example, assigning harmonic potentials to y and f
produces dipole vector distributions with appearances
similar to the Kent or the Mises–Fisher directional distri-
butions (Figure 2b and c), the analogues of the bivariate
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Gaussian distribution for directional data in three dimen-
sions (10). To mimic the base pairing environment of a
base probe, we model the in-plane movement using a
Lennard-Jones potential (Figure 2d and e). This function
ﬁrst of all possesses the correct appearance expected for
a hydrogen-bond and, secondly, is straight forward to
model (Supplementary Figure S2). As shown below, the
out-of-plane movement is almost negligible at the time-
scale of the energy transfer, making the choice of this
functional form less important. For this reason, we use a
harmonic potential to represent the out-of-plane
movement of the base.
Simulating donor intensity decays
As the entire time-resolved donor intensity decay contains
several hundred more data points than the corresponding
steady-state FRET efﬁciency, the amount of information
obtainable from a FRET experiment is greatly increased
by introducing the structural and dynamical parameters
directly in the donor intensity decay ﬁtting. We simulate
the donor decays based on an exponential decay model
that includes the Fo¨rster characteristics derived from the
constructed nucleic acid geometry and associated dipole
vector distributions. In the dynamic averaging regime the
donor intensity decay in presence of FRET is
Idyn tð Þ ¼ e
 tD 1+C
2h i
R6
 	
ð12Þ
where C ¼ 0:2116ðDJ ð Þ
4 Þ, D is the donor lifetime in
absence of acceptor, and  and R are deﬁned earlier in
the text. Taking into account the potential presence of
other ﬂuorophores but the donor, the total decay is
simulated as
Isim tð Þ ¼ I0 b ae
 tD 1+C
2h i
R6
 	
+1 að Þe tD
" #
+1 bð Þe t2
 !
ð13Þ
where I0 is a pre-exponential factor, (1a) is the fraction
of donors not coupled to an acceptor (Supplementary
Figure S5), (1b) is the fraction of emission from any
other ﬂuorophore but the donor, with a lifetime of 2 (in
our experiments being <5%). The simulated decay is
convolved with the instrument response function of the
time-correlated single photon counting measurement:
Ic tð Þ ¼
Z t
0
IRF t0ð Þ  Isim t t=ð Þdt0 ð14Þ
executed in FRETmatrix using the efﬁcient fast Fourier
transform-based method of overlap-add. The reduced 2
of the ﬁt is then used to evaluate the goodness of the ﬁt
and is calculated as
2r ¼
Xn
k¼1
lm tkð Þ  Ic tkð Þð Þ2
Im tkð Þ

 
 1
n
ð15Þ
where Im(tk) is the number of measured counts at time tk,
Ic(tk) is the calculated number of counts at time tk, and n is
the total number of datapoints (number of chan-
nels number of samples) (32).
Experimental details
All experiments were performed in phosphate buffer
([Na+]=0.1M) at T=295K. Donor concentrations
were 0.52 mM, with 30% excess of the acceptor strand.
Figure 2. Simulating dipole vector directional distributions. (a) Deﬁnition of two spherical angles describing in-plane (y) and out-of-plane rotation
(f) of a base probe in double-stranded DNA (only the nucleobases are shown). The two neighbouring base pairs are shown above and below the tC–
G base pair. The strand in which the base probe is positioned has 50 directed downwards and 30 upwards. (b–e) Sampling dipole vectors from two
marginal Boltzmann probability distributions. First, samples are drawn in spherical coordinates (b, d) and then subsequently transformed into
Cartesian space where samples are located on the unit sphere representing dipole unit vectors (c, e). The form and width of the distribution in (b) and
(d) is the same as in (c) and (e), respectively. In (b, c), a harmonic potential is used to describe in-plane and out-of-plane motion, corresponding to
sampling a bivariate Gaussian distribution. In (d, e), a harmonic potential is used to describe out-of-plane motion, and a Lennard-Jones potential is
used to describe the potential imposed by the in-plane hydrogen-bonding to the complementary base.
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Annealing was performed by heating up to 368 K followed
by slow cooling to room temperature (RT) (12 h).
Fluorescence lifetimes measurements were performed
using time-correlated single photon counting. The excita-
tion wavelength at 377 nm was delivered by a 10MHz
pulsed laser diode (PicoQuant). The ﬂuorescence of the
samples was spectrally ﬁltered at 460 nm by a mono-
chromator and detected by a thermoelectrically cooled
microchannel plate photomultiplier tube Hamamatsu
R3809U-66. The counts were sent to a multichannel ana-
lyser (Lifespec, Edinburgh Analytical Instruments)
adjusted to 2048 channels, where a minimum of 10 000
counts were recorded in the top channel. The spectral
resolution of the monochromator was ﬁxed at 5 nm
(emission slit width) and the time window was 100 ns.
The instrument response function has a full width at
half time maximum (FWHM) of 60 ps. For all
FRET-pair positions, the lifetime measured of the
donor-no-acceptor sample was used as donor reference.
Demonstration Study 1
One sequence motif was used to design three donor
strands, each being complementary to four acceptor
strands as described previously (Supplementary Table
S3) (14). All probes were associated with identical direc-
tional vector distributions in the analysis. The in-plane
movement was described by a Lennard-Jones potential
deﬁned by a dissociation energy of 0.1 eV, an experimen-
tally determined average value of the three C–G hydrogen
bonds (33,34). For the out-of-plane movement, we applied
a harmonic potential. To obtain a low standard deviation
in the calculation of 2r , we sampled N=1000 vectors
when constructing the dipole distributions of each
probe corresponding to 106 dipole–dipole combinations
of each FRET-pair resulting in a standard deviation
of the calculated 2r of s 
2
r
 
< 0.1 (Supplementary
Figure S6). Increasing N for higher statistical signiﬁcance
is at the expense of increased computational time. All
decays were analysed using equation (13) with experimen-
tally determined input parameters (Supplementary
Table S4).
Demonstration Study 2
Monomeric probes were purchased from Glen Research
(Sterling, Virginia) and incorporated into DNA oligo-
nucleotides and puriﬁed by reversed phase high-
performance liquid chromatography (14) by ATDBio
(Southampton, UK). DNA samples were designed to
yield a large number of donor–acceptor combinations
across the kinks with one global sequence motif for all
samples (Supplementary Table S5). Donor decays from
18 FRET combinations of the 0A bulge and 16 combin-
ations of the 3A bulge were combined and analysed using
the six kink parameters as the only variables. To increase
the number of FRET combinations, the design was made
with the kink at two different positions in the sequence
(only one kink per sample). In the analysis, the same set of
kink parameters were used for both kink positions. Before
beginning the FRET analysis, all decays were ﬁtted to an
exponential decay model providing decay parameters
needed for the analysis (Supplementary Tables S6
and S7). All decays were then analysed using
FRETmatrix and equation (13), using the experimentally
determined input parameters (Supplementary Table S8).
All donor–acceptor pairs were associated with the same
set of simulation parameters as used in demonstration
Study 1 (see earlier in the text) and, in addition
y-FWHM=13, f-FWHM=2, fA=25, fD=8.
Two geometrical constraints were included in the DNA
kink analysis algorithm (Supplementary Note S3):
(i) Kink parameter values resulting in a sterical clash
between two or more atoms were automatically dis-
carded. Here, the atomic van der Waals radius was
set to 1.3 A˚.
(ii) A maximum distance of 11 A˚ between two neigh-
bouring bases positioned in the same strand was
allowed. This structural constraint is imposed phys-
ically by the covalent bonds connecting the two
neighbouring bases.
For the 0A structure parameter, values optimized with
and without geometrical constraints were identical. For
the 3A structure parameter, values optimized with and
without geometrical constraints were close to being iden-
tical (Supplementary Table S9).
Construction of 2 surfaces
The calculation of 2r surfaces was built from 501600
point calculations depending on the parameter range.
Interpolation was used to gain smooth surfaces. At each
coordinate on the surface the parameters not being con-
strained in the analysis was optimized. Different algo-
rithms were needed to optimize the parameters in the
model. For parameters not associated with the random
sampling process, a gradient-based algorithm with upper
and lower boundary conditions was used. However, for
f-FWHM and y-FWHM, the non-linear pattern search
algorithm was chosen, as the random sampling step
makes the object function non-differentiable. Optimizing
kink parameters, including geometrical constraints, was
best achieved using a two-step algorithm: an initial
rough parameter search using the simulated annealing al-
gorithm followed by a gradient-based optimization for
determining the minimum more accurately. The conﬁ-
dence intervals of each ﬁt parameter in the models were
calculated based on the F-statistic using P=0.05 (>95%
chance that parameter value is consistent with data) (32).
Running the 2r surfaces shown requires anything from a
few minutes to several hours on a modern day laptop,
depending on the size of the surface and the range of par-
ameter values investigated.
Software availability
The reported methodology is implemented in a
MATLAB-based software package, which can be down-
loaded for free at http://www.chalmers.se/chem/EN/div-
isions/physical-chemistry/staff/marcus-wilhelmsson/fretmatrix.
The program is designed for the preliminary design and
subsequent quantitative analysis of experiments involving
constrained FRET probes. A user guide is provided
(Supplementary Note S3).
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Implementing a new probe in FRETmatrix
To implement a new FRET probe in the methodology, the
atomic coordinates of the base relative to the base refer-
ence frame must ﬁrst be known and the direction of the
transition dipole vector within the structural framework of
the probe. A base pair building block is then constructed
using a set of rigid body base pair parameters (stagger,
stretch, shear, propeller, opening and buckle), the ana-
logues of base pair step parameters (29). More detailed
information, including a script constructing base pair
building blocks from the atomic coordinates of a new
base, is supplied with FRETmatrix (Supplementary Note
S3). Examples of other dyes currently implemented in
FRETmatrix are shown in Supplementary Figure S7.
RESULTS
Simulations of model geometries
Building model geometries
The versatility of the model building approach is demons-
trated by three representative output structures from the
FRETmatrix software (Figure 3a–c). FRETmatrix can
build and gather regular A-form and B-form helices con-
taining the FRET probes directly from an input sequence
using base pair step parameters previously derived from
experimentally determined structures (Figure 3a and b and
Supplementary Table S10) (28,29). The program produces
a Protein Data Bank (PDB) molecule ﬁle of the simulated
structure for visual inspection purposes only. More
complex nucleic acid structures, predeﬁned in a PDB
ﬁle, can be simulated through the use of a structural
analysis routine that extracts all the structural parameters
necessary to rebuild the geometrical arrangement of all
bases in the structure (Supplementary Note S3) (28,35).
The extracted structural parameters are then used as
input for FRETmatrix that rebuilds a geometrical model
of the structure inserting base probes at any desired pos-
itions. This rebuilding routine is demonstrated by PDB
entry 1TGH, the complex formed between the
TATA-binding protein (TBP) and its DNA target
(Figure 3c and Supplementary Data S1) (36). In this
form of simulation, the inserted FRET probe will
possess the same geometrical position and orientation as
the substituted base.
Simulating FRET in model geometries
The simulated FRET efﬁciencies of 16 base–base FRET
combinations systematically positioned in standard
A-form and B-form helices illustrate some of the ad-
vantages provided by the methodology presented here
(Figure 3d and e). Firstly, the characteristic helical period-
icity of A-form and B-form DNA are automatically seen as
structural ﬁngerprints without the need of imposing
structure-dependent geometrical deﬁnitions and mathem-
atical expressions relating the transition dipole vectors to
the nucleic acid helical framework, such as in the still widely
used model of Clegg et al. (37). Secondly, the method auto-
matically takes into account any 50/30 effects, thus showing
some insightful differences between the energy transfer
efﬁciencies calculated for donor–acceptor pairs separated
by the same distance but positioned 50 (Figure 3d) versus 30
ends (Figure 3e) on separate strands. These FRET differ-
ences are because of the difference in the relative orienta-
tion between donor and acceptor dipole vectors as can be
concluded from the calculated FRET characteristics
(Supplementary Data S2).
The high potential of base–base FRET to report on
detailed structural changes of nucleic acids, e.g. on
binding of a protein or other DNA ligands, is seen by
comparing the simulated FRET signals at chosen
donor–acceptor positions in regular B-DNA with the
same set of donor–acceptor positions in the complex
formed on binding of TBP (Figure 3f). These calculations
predict the signal change that would occur when TBP
binds to DNA, assuming the structural model is correct.
The donor–acceptor positions chosen for this demonstra-
tional simulation were selected from a screening of all
possible FRET combinations, performed using an auto-
mated feature in FRETmatrix, with the criteria of yielding
high signal changes on binding of substrate
(Supplementary Note S3). Such simulations are particu-
larly useful in studies requiring high throughput, e.g. for
complementing higher resolution structural techniques
when comparing different protein homologues bound to
DNA. The high change in FRET signal at these positions
is a combination of a change in donor–acceptor distance
and, importantly, a change in the relative orientation
between donor and acceptor (Supplementary Data S2).
Demonstration Study 1
To demonstrate experimentally how FRETmatrix and
base–base FRET can be used to extract quantitative in-
formation on local nucleobase dynamics, we performed a
global analysis of nine combinations of the tCO–tCnitro
pair positioned in B-DNA with distances varying from
5–13 base pairs (Figure 4b insert and Supplementary
Table S3). As the overall helical structure of this model
system is already well known, this allows us to analyse the
data in terms of the geometry and directional ﬂuctuations
of the base probes in their base pairing environment with
guanine. Besides demonstrating the power of the method,
this study additionally provides information that can be
exploited as previous knowledge in studies where other
structural features of the nucleic acid are being probed
as shown later in the text.
For this study, we deﬁned four unknown parameters to
be analysed while leaving all other variables constrained
based on previous knowledge (Supplementary Tables S4
and S10). Two parameters describe the nanosecond
dynamics of the probes, namely the FWHM of the direc-
tional distributions representing in-plane and out-of-plane
base ﬂuctuations. We additionally recognized the
out-of-plane dipole bending angle, fb, of tC
O and tCnitro
as two unknown variables of the system (Figure 4c insert).
This geometrical parameter was introduced based on
previous theoretical calculations suggesting that the tricyc-
lic framework of the tC probes is highly ﬂexible in terms
of out-of-plane bending along the middle S-N axis
of tC/tCnitro or the O-N axis of tC
O (38). In there, we
proposed a model in which the structure of the tC bases
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is energetically guided into a conformer characterized by
bending into the major groove as a result of steric inter-
actions with the 50 neighbour. Conﬁrming/disconﬁrming
this model not only demonstrates the power of the method
but also provides valuable insight into the properties of
the tC probes in conﬁned biological environments.
As the object function of our simulation, being the ﬁt
between measured and theoretical intensity decays, is de-
pendent on random sampling, optimizing the parameters
of the model is not achievable using a traditional
gradient-based algorithm. Instead of performing an auto-
mated parameter optimization, we systematically investi-
gate the entire parameter space relating all parameter
values with the goodness of the global ﬁt. The resulting
2r surfaces not only reveal the optimal parameter values
but also provide a direct visualization of the uniqueness of
the best ﬁt and an estimation of the associated conﬁdence
intervals (Figure 4b and c). To overcome the inherent vari-
ations of the calculated 2r as a result of the implemented
sampling procedure (Supplementary Figure S6), the simu-
lation is performed several times averaging the calculated
2r values in the ﬁnal plot (Figure 4b and c inserts).
From this 2r analysis routine, a single deep minimum
is revealed on the 2r surface (Figure 4b and c) with
optimal parameter values of y-FWHM=13.1±0.3,
f-FWHM< 2.5, fb-tC
O=8.2±1.7 and fb-tCnitro=
25±2.5. Visualizing the dipole vector distribution
corresponding to these parameter values reveals a highly
constrained orientational freedom of the base probes
inside double-stranded DNA (Figure 4d and e). The neg-
ligible out-of-plane movement of the bases at the timescale
of the energy transfer provides a direct insight into the
inﬂuence of base-stacking on the dynamics of nucleobases.
Strikingly, the out-of-plane bending angles correspond to
bending towards the 30 end of the strand in which the
probes are positioned, thus conﬁrming the previously sug-
gested model in which the tricyclic framework of the tC
bases is guided into the major groove (38). The ﬁtted
dipole bending values are close to the folding angles of
the tC bases being <10 and 26 for tCO and tCnitro, re-
spectively, predicted using density functional theory (38).
Demonstration Study 2
Using the measured emission decay data from 16–18 dif-
ferent positions of the tCO–tCnitro FRET-pair, we demon-
strate how base–base FRET together with FRETmatrix
can be used experimentally to reconstruct 3D nucleic acid
structures. The following two model systems are studied: a
regular base pair step (0A bulge, Figure 5a) and a three
adenine bulge (3A bulge, Figure 5b). A translation vector,
v!, and three Euler angles with a ZXZ convention
describe the relative position and orientation of the two
structural units separated by the kink (Figure 5c), whereas
the two helices themselves are modelled using base pair
step parameters for regular B-DNA (Supplementary Table
S10). Here, the 0A bulge constitutes the only model system
that allows us to compare all six ﬁtted kink parameters
with known values, whereas mainly the DNA bending
Figure 3. Demonstration of geometrical model building combined with FRET simulations in three model structures. (a–c) Representative examples
of output geometries produced by FRETmatrix (right) along with the block representation of the corresponding structures produced by 3DNA (28)
(left). Inserted FRET pairs are shown in grey and marked with arrows. The simulated structures are A-form RNA (a), B-form DNA (b), and PDB
entry 1TGH: the complex between the TBP and DNA (c). (d, e) Simulated FRET efﬁciencies between tCO and tCnitro at selected positions within
model structures (Supplementary Data S2). The positions of tCO and tCnitro in the strands are illustrated in top with the position of tC
O marked in
yellow and the position of tCnitro marked in red. Base separation denotes number of base pairs in between the FRET pair. In (f), red arrows denote
change in FRET signal that would occur on binding of TBP to double-stranded DNA.
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angle, b, of the 3A bulge can be compared with results
from previous studies (12,39,40). In the analysis, the base
probe bending angles and dipole distributions obtained
from demonstration Study 1 were exploited as previous
knowledge, allowing the DNA geometries to be probed
with greater accuracy.
For both model structures, the results are in good
agreement with expected geometries (Figure 5d–g). The
optimized 0A kink parameter values are vx=0.55±
0.3 A˚, vy=1.1±0.3 A˚, vz=3.3±0.1 A˚, a+g=31±
1, b< 2 (Figure 5 d and f). All six 0A parameter
values are thus in close agreement with the values for a
regular base pair step with an accuracy of <1 A˚ for the
translational shift and a few degrees for the angles of
rotation. Notice that for b=0, a and g are directly
correlated and display a sinusoidal inﬂuence on 2r with
a period of 180 (Figure 5d), as twisting the two helical
units by an angle a+g=180 from an initial to a second
state results in the dipole vectors being oppositely oriented
but practically parallel as in the initial state.
The optimized 3A kink parameter values are
vx=7.4±0.1 A˚, vy=0.55±0.6 A˚, vz=5.5±0.2 A˚,
a=101±2, b=57±1, g=43±2 (Figure 5e
and g). The 3A DNA bending angle of b=57±1 is
in good agreement with previous studies using ensemble
FRET (5070) (39), transient electric birefringence
(58±4) (40), and single-molecule FRET (56±4)
(12). The all-atom 3A structure shows good overlap with
the structure of another 3A bulge geometry obtained using
single-molecule FRET with multiparameter fluorescence
detection (Supplementary Figure S8) (12). The global ﬁt
between measured and theoretical intensity decays of all
D-A separations is good for the 0A and 3A model systems
(Supplementary Figures S9 and S10, respectively). It is
noted that the full 2 surface oscillates with a period of
a+g=180 (Supplementary Figure S11) as observed for
the 0A bulge model system. The true global minimum was
identiﬁed based on the assumption that DNA bending
follows the right handed helical twist of the two helices
(a+g & 55).
DISCUSSION
Compared with external labelling, base–base FRET offers
a unique possibility to position the reporters inside the site
of interest probing the local orientation and dynamics at
speciﬁc base positions within nucleic acids. Global nucleic
acid dynamics occurring at timescales exceeding the probe
lifetimes are in principle also obtainable using the meth-
odological framework presented here, although this was
Figure 4. Using quantitative base–base FRET to obtain information about the orientation and nanosecond dynamics of the base probes in DNA.
(a) Globally ﬁt decays using the four optimized parameters. (b) Calculated 2r surface of the width of the directional distribution in the in-plane
direction (y-FWHM) and the out-of plane direction (f-FWHM). Insert (left) illustrates the positions of donor and acceptor in the samples with tCO
marked in yellow and tCnitro in red. In the experiment, only one donor–acceptor pair is positioned in each sample corresponding to nine different
donor decays. Colour bar for large surface: 3.5:42. Insert (right) shows calculated 2r surface averaged from 1, 5, 25 and 60 simulations (colour bar:
3.5:4.3). (c) Calculated 2r surface of the dipole bending angle of tC
O (fb-tC
O) and tCnitro (fb-tCnitro). Colour bar: 3.5:170. Insert (upper) shows
averaged 2 surface after 60 simulations (colour bar: 3.5:5.5). Insert (right) illustrates the deﬁnition of fb. The model shows a base probe in B-DNA
where the 30 end of the strand in which the probe is positioned points upward and 50 is pointing downwards. Only the nucleobases are shown. (d, e)
Illustration of the distribution made with the optimized parameters viewed from the side (left) and from the front (right) of tCO (d) and tCnitro (e).
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not demonstrated herein. The combined signal from
several donor–acceptor positions can provide high-reso-
lution distance and orientational information of nucleic
acid structures without complications associated with
ﬂuorophore linker ﬂexibility or DNA-dye interactions.
Various approaches have previously been developed to
model probe dynamics during the energy transfer process
(10–12,19). Importantly, our method, which uses
user-deﬁned directional distributions, provides a one-step
analysis without the need to include force ﬁeld molecular
dynamics simulations in the analysis. The highly versatile
form of the vector distribution is a particular advantage
when modelling the orientationally constrained base
probes in various nucleic acid environments. Using
actual energy potentials to describe the nucleic acid
dynamics paves the way for novel experimental studies
of the fundamental physical properties of DNA and
RNA structures.
It is recognized that there are two modes of dipole
dynamics, reorientation and diffusion, being reﬂected in
the energy transfer efﬁciency through the values of 2 and
R, respectively (12). Although dipole diffusion is
pronounced when measuring FRET between external
ﬂuorophores, the tC base probes are rigidly positioned
at relatively close distances inside the DNA structures.
For this reason, we only modelled the orientational ﬂuc-
tuations of the probes. However, the method is expand-
able to include dipole diffusion when studying more
dynamic structures.
In the demonstration studies, we used dynamic averag-
ing of 2, which assumes that the rotational correlation
time of the probes is much faster than the energy
transfer (5). This assumption was shown to be valid for
external ﬂuorophores (12) and is supported here by an
internal correlation time of the base probes of int=350
ps estimated from the time-resolved ﬂuorescence anisot-
ropy decay of tCO in high-viscosity solution (Supplemen-
tary Figure S12). In addition, the donor decays used in our
studies are all well-ﬁt using a single lifetime to represent
FRET, which is a strong indication of dynamic averaging
(Supplementary Table S6).
SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We have developed a general methodological platform for
simulating FRET in nucleic acids and demonstrated its
particular power in modelling probes possessing limited
degree of diffusional and rotational freedom. The
method is based on the ability to rapidly construct any
3D nucleic acid geometry and simulate FRET between
probes positioned anywhere within the structure.
Directional vector distributions are implemented to
model rotational dynamics of the probes, which, in com-
bination with direct global intensity decay ﬁtting of
multiple donor and acceptor pairs, may provide quantita-
tive information about structural and dynamical
properties of nucleic acids. The method was used in com-
bination with base–base FRET to obtain insight into base
Figure 5. Using quantitative base–base FRET to reconstruct the 3D structure of nucleic acids. (a) Model system 1: a regular base pair step simulated
as a local site in B-DNA. Donor positions are in yellow and acceptor positions in red. (b) Model system 2: a three adenine bulge. (c) Deﬁnition of
kink parameters. The two helical coordinate systems are the base pair coordinate frames of the two base pairs neighbouring the kink. (d) 2r surfaces
of the 0A system based on the global analysis of 18 donor decays (Supplementary Figure S9). Colour bars: 1.55:1.97 (left) and 1.55:1.78 (right). (e)
Global analysis of the 3A bulge system based on the global analysis of 16 donor decays (Supplementary Figure S10). Figures show only the global
minimum on the 2r surface (Supplementary Figure S11). Colour bars: 1.85:2.12 (top), 1.85:2.39 (bottom left), 1.85:2.90 (bottom right). (f) Optimized
0A structure. (g) Optimized 3A structure.
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dynamics occurring on the timescale of energy transfer
and to probe the exact 3D structure of kinked DNA in
solution. Importantly, the method is versatile and
expandable.
As a result of the rapidly progressing ﬁeld of ﬂuorescent
nucleobase analogues (16–18) and other rigidly attached
probes (19–25), including the popular Cy3–Cy5 pair
shown to be partly constrained when tethered to the
ends of nucleic acids (7,9,19,41,42), we anticipate that
many ﬂuorescent markers will be modelled in the future
using the methodology presented here. Given the versatil-
ity of base–base FRET combined with the ready-to-use
methodological platform reported here, we believe that
new possibilities for experimental studies of nucleic acid
structure and dynamics have opened up.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online: Sup-
plementary Tables 1–10, Supplementary Figures 1–12,
Supplementary Notes 1–3, Supplementary Data sets 1
and 2 and Supplementary References [1–13].
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